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C H A P T E R  1

Brave Enough

You will never do anything in this world without courage.

A r i s tot l e

It’s rIdIculous,  really, I told myself. Just do it! I had felt a 
nudge, a small but holy whisper, to do something I didn’t want 
to do. There had been conflict and I was hurt, and the last 
thing—the last thing that would even cross my mind as a good 
idea—was to take another step of reconciliation. I knew that 
the whisper was from God (because I sure wasn’t coming up 
with it myself ) and that what I needed to do was the right thing. 
And the right thing, on a cold Thursday morning, was to write 
a note of apology.

I was fighting with God about writing a note.
Because dear friend, let me say it again, in case you missed it:
I didn’t want to.
I bet you’ve felt this before too—whether you’ve said it out 
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Let’s take all of that energy and direct it toward God’s truth—
what he says about who we can be. Let’s investigate if this virtue 
of courage can be the catalyst in our souls to compel us and 
propel us into lives of freedom, love, and, yes—bravery. Jesus 
did give us a promise: “You will have trouble” but he also gave 
us his power: “Tharseo! I have overcome the world.” 

There it is again. Courage. It’s a Jesus word. And it’s every-
thing.

Brave-enough Pause

Our Daily Brave

Growth starts with honesty. Take an inventory of your life this 
week. What scares, worries, or concerns you? Do any patterns or 
themes emerge as you list them (e.g., worries about the future, 
about money, about what others think of you, etc.)? 

When you consider the stories of Jesus-courage, do you relate 
most to the way Christ forgave sin, healed, or offered his 
presence? Why is that? 

Brave 

e

Pray

God, knowing you starts with honesty. I want to tell you how 
I really am, the places I feel like I’m too worried (or fearful, or 
needy, or simply too much) and the places where I feel I’m 
lacking. I don’t want to keep acting as if it’s on me to make my 
life work. I want to invite you to be the Lord of my life and have 
an honest, daily, real relationship with you. Would you show me 
how to do that every day? I want to trust you..
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C H A P T E R  2

Brave-Enough Women 
Get in the Race

A feeble, nominal Christianity is the great 

obstacle to the conversion of the world.

H e n ry  V e n n

On a cold day  in October, a few friends and I set off on an 
adventure race called Tough Mudder.

The course certainly wasn’t designed for fast times. Picture 
standing at the top of a very steep off-season ski slope and try-
ing to peer all the way down to the bottom of a brush-covered 
expanse. Now imagine slip-running down and hike-crawling up 
that slope several times. Add more than twenty obstacles set 
along the course, designed to ensure you are bruised, wet, and 
miserable by the end of each one.

I can’t remember which one of us originally thought this 
challenge would be fun. We had no idea what we were getting 
into, but we were all competitive enough not to want to be the 
one to chicken out. Watching YouTube clips of people in earlier 
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Brave-enough Pause

Our Daily Brave

Whether you’ve been following Jesus for years or are just 
getting started, clarifying questions are a helpful diagnostic 
to become braver. Think about your past week. How was your 
relationship with Jesus part (or not part) of your everyday life? 
What are you scared to let Jesus have control of in your life?

Pray

In Luke 9:20, Jesus asked his disciples, “What about you? . . . 
Who do you say I am?” If Jesus posed that very same question 
to you, what would you tell him? You can start by saying, 
Jesus, I want to be honest with you about who you are to me . . .
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C H A P T E R  3

Brave-Enough Women 
Embrace Spiritual 

Survival Skills

Disciplines . . . are not the answer; they 

only lead us to the Answer.

R i c h a r d  F o s t e r,  C E L E B R AT I O N  O F  D I S C I P L I N E

There are those  who think first and then act, and those who 
. . . well . . . don’t. I tend to be in the second camp. Like other 
action-oriented people, it’s as if I have a big red button in my 
soul labeled “Go for it” and a trigger finger. That is great when 
I need to make a quick decision about where to go for dinner, 
but not so great when I scrape the car in the ATM lane, start 
moving a dresser down the stairs without help, or think I can 
cook chicken. 

Deciding to take my eleven-year-old son, Charlie, to England 
for a parent-child camping trip was one of those impulsive deci-
sions. I kid you not—it wasn’t until the day before we left that 
I thought to myself, Huh. Me and my kid. Traveling alone. To 
another country. To camp outside. Is this a good idea?
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Brave-enough Pause

Our Daily Brave

When you consider the spiritual survival skills of Word, worship, 
prayer, and partnership, which one are you most drawn toward? 
Which one is hardest for you?

What’s something that can spur you on this week? Which 
survival skill would you like to hone?

If the Word: Commit to read something in your Bible every day 
this week. You could start by reading Psalms 1–7.

If worship: Add a Pandora station of worship music, or sing a 
worship song on your way to work each day. See what it does 
for your mood!
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If prayer: Consider writing down your prayer requests. If you 
begin to journal the things you are seeking God in, you’ll 
also be able to go back and record when God answers those 
prayers. You’ll likely to be encouraged at all the expected—and 
unexpected—ways God responds to you.

If partnership: Are there a few women in your life with whom 
you can start a deeper conversation? Challenge yourself to ask a 

“heart question” of someone in your life this week. Could you be 
brave enough to even start a book club?

Pray

Father, I do want to take my life with you seriously. You promise 
that when I seek you I will find you, if I seek you with all of my 
heart (Jeremiah 29:13). Show me ways that I can allow you to 
have full control of my heart in all things, whether in joyful times 
or in challenging seasons.

Brave-enough Women emBrace SPIrItual SurvIval SkIllS
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C H A P T E R  4

Brave-Enough Women 
Love Grace

How few there are who have courage enough to own 

their faults, or resolution enough to mend them.

B e n j a m i n  F r a n k l i n

When I was in graduate school,  one of my assignments was 
to attend an Alcoholics Anonymous meeting. Let me tell you, 
for a girl who liked to keep up appearances, that took courage. 
I pulled into the parking lot of the Methodist church where 
the group was meeting just as the sun was setting. I wanted a 
T-shirt that said “Not Addicted! Just a Student” or “Counselor-
in-Training.” My complete discomfort with the situation said 
more about me than it did about AA.

I slipped into the back pew of the church as the meeting 
began. A beautiful, well-dressed woman in her fifties came to 
the microphone and began to share her story. She was honest. 
She was funny. She didn’t take herself too seriously, but she took 
her need for Jesus and for recovery very seriously.
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of my life and realize I was carrying something powerful that I 
never used. I don’t want to save God’s grace for an emergency, 
because to be honest, the issues I have on the inside already feel 
like emergencies! I am not who I want to be. I’m not yet the most 
free, bravest version of myself. And Jesus Christ decided that it 
was worth being obedient to the point of death on the cross so 
that we could receive grace, act on grace, and be changed by grace.

This grace has the power to build us up, to transform us, to 
break us out of the habits and thoughts that hinder us. This 
grace makes us brave enough to forgive, brave enough to listen 
to God’s call, brave enough to act on it. This grace is what 
makes us beautiful, and bold, and free. Let’s not waste it for 
one more day.

Fear keeps us stuck; grace whispers freedom.
Fear makes us suspicious; grace makes us generous.
Fear shouts doubt; grace sings peace.
Fear murmurs, Look out for yourself; grace whispers, 

You are not alone.
Fear shouts, You’ll never make it; grace replies, You already 

have.
Fear screams, God is against you; grace laughs because love 

always wins.

Brave-enough Pause

Our Daily Brave

Hebrews 12:1 says, “Let us throw off everything that hinders and 
the sin that so easily entangles.” Imagine yourself right now. 
(Looking at a picture of yourself might help!) Take a moment 

Brave-

enough Women love g

race
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to ask God to give you the courage to see yourself as he sees 
you. Now, imagine the hindrances and entanglements in your 
life. What are they? What wraps around your heart and binds 
you? What twists around your legs and trips you up? Take ten 
minutes to make a list.

Once you have your list, look over what you’ve written. Then 
tear the paper up into little bits. Hear the sound of the paper 
ripping; feel the strength of your hands easily tearing it up. 
Watch the words become letters and the letters become lines 
and the whole list become confetti. Throw it away. Now you 
have a living, real reminder of what God has done with the sin 
and entanglements in your life. You’ve taken one step toward 
freedom. Dealing with your sin isn’t as easy as ripping up a piece 
of paper—but ripping up that paper is a way to acknowledge 
that God can and will set you free.

Pray

Holy Spirit, you know my list because you are in my heart. You 
know the entanglements that I wasn’t even brave enough to 
write down. Heal me, comfort me, set me on a right path. Jesus 
Christ, you came and offered your life for mine so that I could 
be set free. Help me live in that freedom; enable me to embrace 
and taste that freedom even in this moment.
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C H A P T E R  5

Brave-Enough Women 
Give Grace

I don’t have time to maintain these regrets, 

when I think about the way he loves us.

J o h n  M a r k  M c M i l l a n ,  “ H ow  H e  L ov e s”

As you begin living out  of true grace and building your spiri-
tual survival skills, you will discover that God surrounds you 
with opportunities to be brave enough to live out of the grace 
he has given you.

And—ready for this? Most of those opportunities start in 
the hardest places—right where you are living. With the people 
already in your life . . . yep, those people. The ones who annoy 
you. The “problem” ones. The ones who have hurt you, and 
especially the ones whom you’ve tried to love even though you 
don’t want to be in the same room with them. The grace we 
extend to others, in other words, is about forgiveness—the in-
tentional choices we make to release resentment and bitterness, 
even (especially!) when we’ve decided we have every right to 
feel wronged.
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him. He’s alone, and that made me sad.” She let out a nervous 
little giggle and kept stirring a pot on my stove.

This is the power of Christ in us. We don’t muscle our way 
into thinking or feeling differently. We just let it happen. When 
Christ’s love moves into our hearts, it crowds 
out the anger and the hurt.

We grow in love with Jesus for the grace 
he’s given us. We get acquainted with our 
own deep need for him. We let out all the 
hurt and the bad/sad/mad we feel. We realize 
we are helpless to change anything without him. And then—we 
just let it happen. We let the Holy Spirit have his way in our 
hearts. We just stay there—stay in the honesty, stay close to 
Jesus. We let him come close, and we let him help us let go.

This is the power of the gospel. This is how the world will 
know that Jesus Christ is stronger than death and that following 
him means we have the power of life in us—to receive grace 
for ourselves and to give grace to others. We just have to be 
brave enough to let God rewrite the story. We have to be brave 
enough to let him come close, and he’ll do the rest.

Brave-enough Pause

Our Daily Brave

Reflect on this passage from Ephesians 4:30-32 (msg):

Don’t grieve God. Don’t break his heart. His Holy Spirit, 

moving and breathing in you, is the most intimate part of 

your life, making you fit for himself. Don’t take such a gift 

for granted. Make a clean break with all cutting, backbiting, 

When Christ’s love 

moves into our hearts, 

it crowds out the 

anger and the hurt.

Brave-
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profane talk. Be gentle with one another, sensitive. Forgive 

one another as quickly and thoroughly as God in Christ 

forgave you.

Read this passage several times. What words or phrases stand 
out to you?

Pray

Father, you have given me life. You know my weaknesses. You 
know where I haven’t forgiven and where I feel disappointed 
and stuck. Holy Spirit, breathe life into me. Breathe joy into me. 
Help me walk into today with power and with purpose.
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C H A P T E R  6

Brave-Enough Women 
Don’t Fear a Fight

It’s worth fighting for. / Baby, sometimes love is war.

A m e r i c a n  Y o u n g ,  “ L ov e  I s  W a r”

One of my family’s  favorite places to go on vacation is Hilton 
Head, an island off the coast of South Carolina. Dave and I 
discovered it when our kids were young and fell in love with 
the wide beaches and calm waters. The ocean waves are gentle, 
perfect for exploring and wading. Last summer we had the 
opportunity to visit again. The first day of our trip was exactly 
as we remembered. We let the water lap our beach chairs as our 
kids played in the surf. But the next morning, strong winds 
blew from the south. The gentle ocean became fierce; choppy 
waves and rogue currents threatened to blow us all into the 
next state.

I stood at the water’s edge and stared toward the horizon. 
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approaches to conflict
What quadrant do you arc toward?

 the Avoider  hates conflict, so her initial approach is to try 
stopping it before it even starts by ignoring, 
deflecting, or stuffing her feelings. 

 the Indulger  promptly engages with the person or force 
that opposes her; she is less likely to let go or 
compromise easily.

 the Accommodator  readily gives up her side of the argument in conflict, 
even when it’s to her detriment. She prefers 
“keeping the peace” to holding her ground.

 the Attacker  rejects any compromise during conflict. She may 
turn conflict against the other person and use it 
as an opportunity to “gain ground” or dominate in 
a relationship.

attack

Indulge

accommodate

avoId

High Indulgence
High Attack

High Avoidance
High Attack

High Indulgence
High Accommodation

High Avoidance
High Accommodation

Brave-enough Women don’t Fear a FIght
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Brave-enough Pause
Look at the conflict grid on page 107. Consider a few of your 
closest relationships. Where would you plot yourself on the 
grid when considering the way you handle conflict with each 
person? If you are feeling particularly brave, ask your spouse 
or a close friend how he or she sees you handling conflict.

Our Daily Brave

In what ways do your patterns in conflict feel unhealthy? 
What’s one thing you’d like to do differently in one of those 
close relationships?

Consider the following statements of Jesus:

God blesses those who work for peace, for they will be 

called the children of God.

Matthew 5:9, nlt

Love your enemies! Pray for those who persecute you!

Matthew 5:44, nlt

Are you willing to commit to pray for an adversary for a period 
of time? Can you find a partner to be accountable to during this 
time?

Pray

Father, I feel the tension and emotion of conflict in my life. 
Would you unknot the cords of conflict from my soul and give 
me the courage to follow your gentle pull toward a life of true 
peace? I open my heart to your guidance, your conviction, and 
the ways you want to change me through the conflicts I’m 
experiencing right now.
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C H A P T E R  7

Brave-Enough Women 
Explore Their Territory

I always wanted to be somebody, but now I 

realize I should have been more specific.

L i ly  T o m l i n

My daughter has a thing  for shoes, and she comes by it 
naturally. When Cameron was just five days old, I tucked her 
in a sling as I shopped the clearance section of Old Navy. We’ve 
spent many moments together in the shoe aisle since that day 
nine years ago. This generational pattern yields both adorable 
shoes and also some self-control issues.

A few weeks ago Cameron was amusing herself with one of 
her favorite activities—wearing my shoes. She buckled on a pair 
of high-heeled sandals and began a confident march around my 
room. “Mom, how old do I have to be to wear high heels?” she 
asked me for the thirteenth time in a week.

I did not have an answer for her, so I dodged her question 
yet again by answering, “I don’t know when, but not now.”
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They use their gifts to build up the church. They are all gifted 
as servants, attending to the background work that removes 
distractions and allows people to worship. In our culture, in 
this day and time, God has gifted them with an incredible 
ability to harness technology to build up the church. The 

 Gifting:  What is my contribution to the Kingdom 
of God? What do I love to do?

 Inner Experience:  What experiences have I had of God calling 
me into my gifts? Does my will align with my 
call—not for my own glory, but for God’s glory?

 Outward Confirmation:  What do others confirm that they see in me?

 Timing:  Am I in a season where I’ve been presented 
opportunities to live out my gifts?

 

tImIng

gIFtIng

Inner  
exPerIence

outWard  
conFIrmatIon

your callIng: 
charISma

Brave-enough Women exPlore theIr terrI



Brave-enough Pause
Parker Palmer says, “People take copious notes on what retreat 
leaders say, or what certain wise people in a group say, but 
rarely, if ever, do they take notes on what they themselves say.”8

In exploring our territory, we must let our lives speak to us. 
We must quiet down enough to let our souls come out from the 
underbrush of the hurried and loud patterns of our days and 
actually tell us about who we are truly made to be.

Our Daily Brave

Take ten minutes with only a journal and pen. Write a one- 
sentence life mission statement. It may start with “I exist to . . .” 
or “My life mission statement is to . . .” A couple of rules: You 
can start with something general, but it should also contain 
something specific. You may want to say, “I exist to serve God,” 
but try to finish the sentence “I exist to serve God through . . .” 

This is meant to be a little scary and hard. But try it. See 
what comes forth. Scribble and scratch out and erase but put 
some words on paper. This is a beginning.

Come back to your sentence this week. Read it again, and 
share it with a friend or your small group. Ask others if it rings 
true for you.

Pray

We began this chapter with the question, “Who am I?” So now 
I ask you to pray bravely and boldly with me:

Heavenly Father, will you give me the courage to believe that 
you’ve given me gifts? I ask you to help me look fearlessly into 
my own life and heart and believe you. Give me the boldness to 
say yes to this great strength you’ve gifted me with.

Brave-enough Women exPlore theIr terrItory
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C H A P T E R  8

Brave-Enough Women 
Know Their Limits

I am glad to boast about my weaknesses, so that 

the power of Christ can work through me.

2  C o r i n t h i a n s  1 2 : 9 ,  n lt

It happens more often  than I want to admit.
Once again, I had overscheduled myself. Because my work 

is ministry, almost every meeting happens in the evenings or 
on weekends—and I was running late, again, as I prepared for 
another one this Sunday afternoon. There was the prepara-
tion—making copies and picking up lunch for everyone. In 
the midst of scurrying around, racing the clock, my thoughts 
turned to yet another meeting I had to lead over dinner and 
the several e-mails I had to take care of in between. I was also 
mentally composing a grocery list and trying to figure out when 
I’d fit in a trip to the store so that the kids would have lunch 
before the school week started. I knew I also needed to schedule 
the carpool for the upcoming week—for three different practice 
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learnIng lImItS

Do you struggle to accept limits and make choices? 

If so, here are some techniques that might help:

Ponder: Know who you want to be.

Imagine a week of your life that feels healthy and 

balanced. What do you envision? Are you making 

dinners? Working out? Spending time for God? Now 

choose the top three things that feel important to 

you. Write them down somewhere prominent so they 

are in front of you. It’s important not to choose too 

many at once—that would overwhelm you.

Prioritize: Know your yeses and nos.

Now that you have a sense of what’s most important 

to you, you can create a yes/no meter. The next time 

you face a scheduling decision, use this default sen-

tence: “When I say yes to _______, I am saying no to 

_______.”

For instance, during a busy season of writing for 

this book, I had to choose between early morning 

workouts or quiet time to write. I said to myself: I feel 

called to write this book as a priority for this season. 

In order to say yes to writing, I’ve said no to running 

with a friend for the next three weeks. Prioritizing 

your yeses makes you more aware of the choices you 

are making and reminds you of your limits. It places 

the responsibility for your schedule back where it 

belongs—on you. It empowers you to also say no to 
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something when you realize the impact it would have 

on your priorities.

Prepare: Create a default statement.

In order to stick to your priorities, you need an 

escape method for decisions that want to break 

through your boundaries. Have a sentence at the 

ready that allows you to default a decision. When 

asked to take on a new responsibility, don’t say yes 

right away. Instead say something like, “I’ll have to 

check my schedule and get back to you.” This allows 

you time to think before you act.

Practice: Form the letters n-o.

If you struggle with your no, start small. The next 

time a salesperson asks you to consider buying more, 

simply say, “No, thank you.” Don’t make an excuse 

or give the person any room to continue the con-

versation. That will make it easier to say no the next 

time an acquaintance or even a friend asks you to 

do something that would exceed your limits. Again, 

politely say no. Don’t make excuses, tell a story, or 

make it emotional. All of those answers sound like 

“no, but maybe” instead of “no, not ever.” Once 

you’ve practiced in small ways, step it up and try it 

with a bigger decision.

Brave-enough Women knoW theIr lImItS
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go. And I’m realizing that God truly wants to teach me to rest 
in his grace and authority. God wants to change me, and he 
often does it in deep, almost imperceptible ways. My job is just 
to make every effort to get still in his presence.

I have never experienced more pain in my soul than in fac-
ing my limits. But I think it might be the kind of pain that’s 
more surgical than wounding. I think it’s the kind of pain that 
leads to more freedom, not less. Limits are a harsh but needed 
teacher. Limits remind me to look in the mirror every morning 
and declare, “I am not God.” Limits tell me that I am finite 
but I have an infinite heavenly Father. Limits shape me into a 
vessel God can use.

Brave-enough Pause

Our Daily Brave

Reflect on the following verse:

He said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my power 

is made perfect in weakness.” Therefore I will boast all the 

more gladly about my weaknesses, so that Christ’s power 

may rest on me.

2 Corinthians 12:9

Now read it again but insert your name and your weaknesses 

into the verse:

He said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, _______________ 

______________ [your name], for my power is made perfect 

in  ___________________________ [your specific weaknesses].” 

Brave-

enough Women knoW theIr lImItS
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Therefore I will boast all the more gladly about my weak-

nesses, so that Christ’s power may rest on me.

2 Corinthians 12:9

What would it look like to “boast about your weaknesses” this 
week?

Pray

Father, you’ve made me a mighty treasure in a fragile vessel. Help 
me to embrace both the power and the fragility of my life, placing 
myself under your authority. God, today I claim that “apart from 
you I have no good thing,” and I claim that my boundary lines are 
pleasant and good. Meet me with your presence and peace as I 
submit myself to your limits.
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C H A P T E R  9

Our Daily Brave

People have no idea what one saint can do: for 

sanctity is stronger than the whole of hell.

T h o m a s  M e rto n

No one wants to get  a knock on her hotel room door in 
the middle of the night. And when that knock is an insistent 
pounding; and when you aren’t expecting it; and when it’s just 
you, a friend, and your two young daughters sharing a suite—
that knock is terrifying.

The first knock came at 3:12 a.m. I heard it, vaguely, and 
quickly pulled myself out of bed. After tiptoeing toward the 
door, I peered out of my window. Nothing. 

Walking slowly back to the bed, I glanced around our room, 
which looked a bit worn and weary even in the dim light com-
ing from outside. I’d found this hotel on the Internet when my 
friend and I were planning a trip to our daughters’ gymnastics 
meet. The rooms didn’t look quite as grand as the pictures 
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Gladness and joy will overtake them,
and sorrow and sighing will flee away.

Isaiah 35:8-10

No more sorrow. No more sighing. No more fear—only glad-
ness and everlasting joy. This is what is before us, women of 
the grace.

So we are righteous. We are free. We bravely follow God wher-
ever he leads. The word amen means “it’s true.” So together, let all 
of us, every brave-enough woman reading these words, say, Amen. 
It’s true.

Brave-enough Pause

Our Daily Brave

As you worked through this book, what one or two key 
takeaways did you discover?

Based on your own study of Scripture or review of the “Word 
on Courage” appendix that begins on page 199, what phrase or 
Scripture passage best captures how you are growing in Christ 
in this season? What has God been teaching you about yourself 
and about him?

196 Finish this sentence: Because God makes me brave enough, I 
can _________________________________. Make it as specific as you 
can for whatever you are facing right now. You might want to 
record it in your journal as a marker of your relationship with 
God in this season.

Pray

Father in heaven, I come before your throne of grace with 
confidence. I am brave enough because you provide for me in 
my weaknesses, you strengthen me for your work, and you love 
me with an everlasting love. I want to live that as my deepest 
truth in every day that you give me, until I meet you face-to-face. 

Amen.
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